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Vulnerability scanners provide a wealth of data and no clear action plan. As a result, most 
organizations manually export    information into spreadsheets and spend countless hours 
categorizing and digesting the data. This technique is time consuming and ine�cient.

Imagine being able to streamline this process. Allgress automates the entire work�ow by 
importing scan results, prioritizing vulnerabilities based on de�nable rule sets, and creating 
remediation tickets for you.

Enhancing your vulnerability management program, Allgress allows organizations to e�ciently 
prioritize and remediate risks. Organizations can rapidly implement the Allgress Vulnerability 
Analysis Module (VAM) and leverage information into actionable items and business-oriented 
reports for stakeholders and executives.

The Allgress VAM enables organizations to maximize available resources by adding risk-based 
prioritization and operational work�ow automation.  As a centralizaed repository of data, 
Allgress leverages information to provide organizations with rapid risk-posture analysis. 
Customers will recieve a holistic, meaningful overview of their entire environment, with less 
manual e�ort.

Key Bene�tsTransforming vulnerability scanning data from
spreadsheet chaos into automated, prioritized, 
actionable results

Prioritization and remediation, 
with consideration to the

business impact of
the asset

Achieve faster time-to-value

Get actionable results quickly, with 

automated work�ows.

Fix what matters most

Rule-based prioritization and              

remediation, with consideration to the 

business impact of the asset.

Improve e�ciency

Consolidate data, streamline processes, 

and generate real-time reports.

Leverage existing investments

Utilize vulnerability data from existing 

scanners, penetration testing, and 

other security tools to reduce             

duplication of technology.

Improve business decision-making

Transform technical data into   

business-oriented reporting and 

graphics.



For Clients
Clients are spending countless hours assessing their third party vendors.  With Allgress’ 3PVM Client O�ering, you can be assured that your vendors 
have the right controls in place to protect your organization, while saving you time by automating the process and substantially reducing your 
manual e�orts assessing vendors.

Save time with reduced manual e�ort 
Automated questionnaire generation and distribution
Drastically accelerate vendor questionnaire response time 
View risk levels on all your vendors, to truly understand your third party risk
Extensive reporting, including real-time status updates
Ability to upload and classify all vendor types
Noti�cation rules for automated work�ows
Customizable questionnaire format

For Vendors
Vendor assessment questionnaires are becoming more frequent and complex, slowing down the business and sales process.  Rarely will organiza-
tions see a questionnaire in a single format, and completion of these assessment questionnaires require expertise and a signi�cant amount of 
man-hours.  Allgress’ 3PVM for Vendors takes the complexity out of vendor assessment questionnaires.  Our Intelligent Answer Repository 
automatically answers questionnaires for you, based on your existing information, so that you never have to manually answer the same question 
again – saving you time and money!

Drastically reduce time spent responding to questionnaires 
Central repository of your common answers 
All questionnaires displayed in single format 
Automatic answer generation, based on your existing information
Never manually answer the same question twice

3PVM Client.  Easy-to-use executive views and dashboards. 

3PVM Vendor.  Quick snapshot of assessments completion status.

Features

Integration with leading industry scanners- Improve the value of your investments by leveraging scanner data from Foundstone, nCircle, Nessus, 
Qualysguard, eEye Retina, SAINT, Metasploit and others.

Continuous Monitoring- Establish repeatable work�ows to easily track, monitor, and remediate security vulnerabilities over time.

Single data repository- Eliminate siloed data by centralizing results from multiple vulnerability scanners and security products into a single data 
repository.

Data Correlation- See a holistic view of an asset’s vulnerability risk by correlating data from multiple types of security tools, such as vulnerability 
scanners, penetration testing tools, etc.

Prioritization- Turn assets into meaningful groups (i.e. geographic regions, business units, manufacturing plants, etc.), automatically escalate 
high-priority vulnerabilities, and document those deemed “acceptable” - all based on your business rules and asset groups.

Automation- Streamline analysis through the resolution process with automated prioritization, ticket creation, and reporting.

Business-oriented reporting- Transform technical vulnerability information into valuable reports and graphs for stakeholders and executives.

Asset life cycle management- Track and document the vulnerabilities on assets.

Compliance documentation- View improvements in risk posture over time with trending and time-series views.

Flexible deployment options- Install as a hosted SaaS application or as an on-premise managed solution.

Immediate Results: Long-Term Value

The Allgress Vulnerability Analysis Module (VAM) is one of several integrated components of the Allgress Insight Risk Management Solution. By 
utilizing advanced visualization, automation, streamlined work�ows, and the integration of existing data feeds, the Allgress VAM reduces the 
complexity and cost of risk management.  Allgress’ Modular approach allows organizations to utilize the same integrated work�ow throughout the 
application.  Customers can easily upgrade their solution to include risk  analysis, compliance management, vendor management, and more.
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About Allgress

Since 2008, Allgress has been enabling enterprise risk, security, and compliance 
professionals the ability to e�ciently manage their organizational requirements.  
By utilizing advanced visualization, automation, streamlined work�ows, and the 
integration of existing data feeds, Allgress reduces the complexity and cost of 
risk management. Unlike other risk management solutions, Allgress customers 
receive quick time to value, deriving value in days rather than months.
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